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**Job Seekers:**
- Access to hundreds of jobs across the country
- Job Agent - receive jobs that match your search criteria
  - Save up to 100 jobs
- Upload up to 5 documents: Resume, Cover Letter, etc.
- Searchable Resume feature

**Employers:**
- Receive qualified candidates directly to your inbox daily
  - Over 100,000 searchable resumes in the database
  - Job Statistic Reports
  - National Healthcare Career Network listings
  - Employer resources
Customized, Responsive, and On-Time.

Your responsive CRO partner, delivering customized solutions and adaptability to changing needs.

MPI Research is the CRO that defines responsiveness, moving your drug development program forward with customized solutions for all your preclinical research and early clinical support needs. From discovery services to safety evaluation, including analytical and bioanalytical support, you can count on MPI Research for quick quotes, frequent updates, rapid turnaround, and scientific rigor. At every stage, and on every level, we adapt to your most exacting needs. Explore the breadth of capabilities that make us your responsive CRO at www.MPIResearch.com.